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After much hard work in revitalising the National Individuals our National
convenor, Henry Crone, was bitterly disappointed when the SBU took away
the Districts’ qualifying round. However another fan of the individuals,
Sam Malkani, suggested we revive the old Ayrshire Individual and when
this was agreed, he kindly donated a trophy for the event. Henry then
worked hard to make this a success. With 11 full tables and great feedback
from the participants it looks like the Ayrshire Individual is back.
Goodbye old SBU qualifier, hello old Ayrshire Individual!
Congratulations to Maureen Murray on finishing first.
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Ayrshire Pairs : John Bryson and his young partner (what?!!) Jim Tudor
finished first in the Ayrshire pairs for the fifth time in 9 years.
The new format seems to be working well but there are some murmurings
that some higher ranked players should try to play in the ABU heat and not
in a club heat. This would allow as many club members as possible to
qualify for the next round, in the participating clubs.

Education at the Bridge Centre : With the monthly Play & Learn
averaging 9 tables, the improvers classes attracting 40 plus people and
Janice Thomson’s Monday morning Beginner’s class now up to 30 students
– Has there ever been more bridge education going on at the Centre?

National Pairs Quarter final : The new format proves to be a
logistical headache but with 15 tables at the bridge centre in the Quarter
final it is perhaps worth the effort.
Does the format for the opening round demean the competition? Many say “Yes” but at the same time, if we
want to stop the National pairs going the same way as the Buchanan (and probably soon the Breene) then
something had to change.
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By Janice Thomson

This month's interviewee is Jim Hay. Jim is a well-known player in the Scottish tournament scene. He gives a
perspective from the Aberdeen area.
Here are Jim's responses:
1. When did you take up the game and what attracted you to it?
Like many people of my age I was brought up playing cards in the family. We started with Snap, Knock-out Whist,
Cribbage and Rummy. My father had played a bit of Bridge in the army but it was my mother who got the bridge
bug and after taking lessons at the Deva club in Chester, she got us all playing. I would have been about ten when I
was introduced to the game and used to watch while my parents played at home with other couples.
Gradually I was allowed to sit in as Dummy while food was being collected and then occasionally I was allowed to
bid a hand...I soon got the bug as well. At thirteen I was playing at the Deva club during school holidays and on
some Saturday evenings.
I remember, in general, how supportive other players were and soon I was asked to play by other club members. I
remember the first time I won a club night with 60+% and I suppose I have not looked back.
In 1972 our family moved to Aberdeenshire and there was a thriving Bridge community. I played throughout the
final 3 years at school and at Aberdeen University.
2. What systems have you played in your Bridge career? Do you have a favourite system? If the answer to this
is yes, please tell us why...
I was taught basic Acol with a variable no trump and later moved on to weak only with three weak 2's. The Multi
came along and was embraced and at Uni I dabbled with the Blue Club. I was converted to 14-16 NT by the pioneer
of that style, Bill Innes. After that it was mostly 4-card majors until I met a Norwegian Jon Aars who was working in
Aberdeen for a period. I learned about 5-card majors from him and then for a while I played, almost exclusively, 2
over 1 Game-Forcing with 5-card majors.
With my junior partners, I learned a huge amount of system theory and with Jun Nakamuru Pinder we developed a
huge system book culminating in its use when we were selected to play in The World Mind Sports Games in Lille.
I now play mostly with Sandy Duncan and it’s back to Acol 12-14, three weak 2's and a few gadgets. It is funny how
the wheel has turned full circle. I must say that as almost every major Bridge-playing nation plays 5-card majors and
strong NT that, it is, in my view, the best method but against that, if you are happy with a system, stick with it...but
continually work on it to incorporate improvements.
3. I believe that you became a Grand Master relatively quickly...tell us about this.
I did become a Grand Master relatively quickly. In Scotland the award of red points is quite generous and once I was
playing with good partners and in good teams, it was relatively easy. It was a case of turn up at events, play well and
the points came in. I think the rank of Grand Master is not necessarily an indication of your being a very good player
and it is more of a reward for attendance. Having said that, I am proud of having reached the rank and would not
want to diminish anyone else who has achieved it or aspires to do so.
4. You must have had many successes in competitions. What, of these, stands out as a bit special?
Success has been accepted with the same attitude as defeat. It is not the be-all of the game. It is nice to do well but at
any event, only one can be the winner. It is more important to enjoy the game, play as well as you can and have
fun—after all for most of us, it's a hobby.
One result does stick out. It was the Christmas event at the Phoenix club in Aberdeen. All the more experienced
players had to partner a beginner/less-experienced player. I took my daughter along who was learning Bridge at
school as part of her Duke of Edinburgh award. It was played as a Swiss teams and was her first game at a club
using bidding boxes and the like. We won thanks to great team-mates and I was as proud as anything.
Nowadays I play a fair bit of my bridge with close friends like Diccen Sargent, Andy Philip and Jules Palmer. It is
always nice to do well playing with a friend.
5. You are often spotted on B.B.O. Jim. Please tell the readers what you think are the benefits to a player of
this facility.
Living in Aberdeen means a degree of isolation from the rest of the Scottish scene and we regard a trip to Dundee as
a home match. So, the advent of B.B.O. has been a godsend for me. I get a regular game when I want and I play
with good players in reasonable quality team matches. I make full use of the practice facilities to bid hands and go
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Continued from page 2
over hands where the result has not been so good (like everyone I have too many). In particular I look at hands
where I have gone down and look at how others have played the hand and look at what I have perhaps overlooked.
I watch the best players in the world in real-life situations, on Vu-graph and watch how they cope. I am always
learning something new in all the comfort of my own home. My wife sees a little more of me. No losers, only
winners.
One tip...Don't take it too seriously. It is a tool and is no substitute for real-life playing...the social side of it is very
different.
6. What, in your opinion, makes for a good Bridge partner?
What makes a good partner? I am not the best person to ask! I was a terrible partner to many of my friends. Latterly
I have tried to calm down and say as little as possible at the table. I try to avoid negative comments. It is better to
encourage partner than to criticise. You are on the same side and better to have partner liking you than hating you.
It's all very easy to say and very hard to keep up. I hope Diccen, Andy and Jules find I am better...I can assure them
I am trying my best.
In a partner these days I have to play with someone that I like. Their Bridge-ability is by far a secondary
consideration.
7. What tips would you give to new players?
My tips for in-coming players are first of all to enjoy the game. It is a long learning curve and it takes time but it is
worth it. You will never know it all. Nobody does but experience is important...the more you play, the more you
learn. Trust me, every single player learns something each time they play, whether they are a novice or an
international player.
8. How do you see the state of the game at present?
I despair at the state of the game in general and in particular in Scotland. We have a number of well-meaning
administrators working very often at personal cost and doing their best. No criticism is justified of these people.
However, the system is a mess and has been for many years. Numbers are dropping, we can't recruit younger
players. Players do not want to play in many of the competitions and Congress attendance is dwindling. I fear the
future is bleak.
9. Do you have any views as to getting more folk in to the game?
One thing I would say is that as a Bridge community, we must be more welcoming of new players and give them a
fair bit of slack during their early YEARS (as it takes that long) or we will find they will not come back.
As to recruiting I hear from Edinburgh that demand for classes is growing among the 50+ age group. We have to
face it, we will never get large numbers of young players coming in. Demand on their time is massive and the same
is true of young parents and professionals. So perhaps the target group should be those who have made it in life,
with grown-up children and are looking for new challenges.
Can't hurt, we have tried everything else
10. Now for the Fun Section !
What is your favourite colour? Red for Aberdeen and blue for Scotland.
...food? Married to an excellent cook who is Malay...What else can I say but Oriental.
... t.v. programme/s? I love series like “The Sopranos” “The Wire” “Homeland” (not series3)
... film/s? I have a wide taste in Films. A few favourites are “The Usual Suspects”, “Elf”, “A Matter of Life and
Death”, “Harold and Maude” and “Blade Runner”.
...kind of reading? I love crime fiction...Michael Connelly, Carl Hiaasen, early Brookmyre, Ian Rankin and various
Bridge books. I have a Kindle and use it a lot.
... kind of music? Neil Young, Grateful Dead, Calexico, Beethoven, Mahler and opera are among my many music
choices.
Any pastimes other than bridge?
Outside of Bridge I spend a lot of time Fly-fishing around Scotland. Trout on the River Don and the Caithness
lochs; salmon on the Don and any other rivers I am lucky enough to go to. Crosswords are a big passion.
You cannot have much in the way of spare time Jim!! Thank you for agreeing to do this interview and thanks for
this most interesting set of responses for our readers to enjoy.
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By Gordon Smith
The above is the title of a 1988 album by the band Dare, which was fronted by Darren Wharton, the Thin Lizzy
keyboards player, and which for a while included in its line-up Brian Cox, who is now a celebrated physicist, also
on keyboards.
One of Dare’s music genres is melodic rock, and, having enjoyed listening to some of Dare’s songs, probably in the
late 1980s, I came across, and started raving about, the Out of the Silence album, fairly recently, and I think that the
melodic rock tag certainly applies to this album. If you’re interested, try listening to some of the songs on YouTube.
The Raindance was one of Dare’s singles and I think that it’s my favourite track from Out of the Silence.
What has all this got to do with Bridge? Well, a combination of the suitability of the album title and the attraction of
a particular deal from the recent first weekend of the 2015 Camrose Trophy Home Internationals Event inspired me
to end a long absence from article-writing .... and one of the tracks from the album is entitled “King of Spades”, the
lyrics of which end with the words “Why did you play the King of Spades?”.
When Board 28 appeared near the end of the first group of matches of the weekend, the spectators on BBO could
see that 6S was an excellent contract, but one which was difficult to reach sensibly.
With West the Dealer and North-South Vulnerable, here is the West hand:♠ AKQJ874
♥♦ AK106
♣ 76
In the match between Scotland and Ireland, the two auctions were very different.
The Scottish West, Gerald Haase, opened 2C, and, with the Irish North-South players Tom Hanlon and Hugh
McGann remaining silent, John Murdoch responded 2D and Gerald Haase’s 4S ended the auction. The 4S bid was
described by a BBO commentator as showing “little imagination”.
The Irish West, John Carroll, opened 1C which in this case showed virtually any strong hand. Frazer Morgan, the
Scottish North, overcalled 2H, Tommy Garvey (who has played in the Ayrshire Bridge Centre) Passed and Phil
Stephens bid 3H.
With the spotlight firmly on him, John Carroll took some time to come up with a bid which must have had a special
meaning for the partnership: 5S, and Tommy Garvey then took little time to raise his partner to 6S.
For some (or even many) experienced partnerships, the agreement would be that the 5S bidder’s only two losers are
in the opponents’ suit, but clearly it is not the case for this expert pair. I don’t recall any discussion about the
precise meaning of the 5S bid, but it certainly worked well for the Irish players. It must surely have indicated first
round control (presumably a void) in the opponents’ suit and meant that a little help from Partner in the
other suits was all that was required in order to make 6S.
Here is the complete deal:Dealer W
NS Vul

♠ 109
♥ AK10542
♦ Q52
♣ 103
♠ AKQJ874
N
♠ 632
♥W E ♥ J973
♦ AK106
S
♦3
♣ 76
♣ KQ952
♠5
♥ Q86
♦ J9874
♣ AJ84

Continued on page 5
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Continued from page 4
As you can see from the East hand, Tommy Garvey held exactly the correct cards for John Carroll to win three
tricks to add to his own nine, or, to put it another way, to reduce his losers from four to one.
In 6S, after ruffing the lead of the Ace of Hearts, Declarer cashes only one high Diamond before ruffing the two
losing Diamonds, and is able to use one High Trump and a second Heart ruff to get back to hand.
The 11 IMPs which Ireland gained on the board were enough to turn the match in Ireland’s favour – an 8 IMP win
meant that the final VP result was 11.67–8.33 to Ireland. The only other players to bid Slam were Patrick Jourdain
and Tony Ratcliff of Wales, this time after a 2C opener and a 2H overcall, and the 11 IMPs gained over England
edged the match for Wales and helped to set the scene for a good weekend for the Welsh.
It was an unsuccessful weekend for Scotland, with the team winning only one match and losing heavily to the
halfway leaders Wales.
The table after the first of the two weekends is:1 Wales
2 Ireland
3 England
4 Scotland
5 Northern Ireland
6 NIBU

71.67
71.33
57.71
41.23
35.93
22.13

The number of young players in the Scottish team of six for the second weekend of the Camrose, to be held in
early March in Northern Ireland, has been increased from two to four. With England due to field a stronger team,
all six Scots will have to play very well if they are to end up in higher than fourth place.

One advantage of bad bidding is that you get practice at playing atrocious contracts.
- Alfred Sheinwold

I always thought this was a Sandy Anderson quote, referring to me!... Ed

The sum of all technical knowledge cannot make a master contract player.
- Ely Culbertson

"You should play the game for fun.
The instant you find yourself
playing the game for any other
reason, you should rack it up and go
on to something else--court tennis,
maybe, or old maid. Anything but
bridge."
Charles Goren
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An Open Forum for anyone who would like to submit any
opinions, questions, gossip, suggestions, comments, abuse………
(Submissions can be sent by email to : james_tudor@msn.com, or phone me on 01563 830130)
If you look at the SBU’s Scottish Bridge News Magazine (SBN) it's all for the top players; the
bidding quiz is very good but often way above my head. They say they want stuff for club players
but I don’t see much in there for ‘the average club player’. I think the only people who read SBN
are tournament players. And the Tournament players are, generally, getting on a bit! Should they
not think about appealing to the masses who, inevitably, will make up the vast majority of bridge
players in the near future, if not now?!
Sonia Owen
I’m not too sure about the new format for the National pairs. Does it demean the competition to
have so many opening qualifying rounds that people can play in as many times as they like?
Edna Spyn
Perhaps Edna; and the organisation is a headache. On the plus side, 30 pairs played in the
Quarter final at the bridge centre….. Ed.
At a bridge club recently a board was played without incident but when it got to the next table the
three of hearts was missing. They checked the floor, the ladies checked open handbags; two
cards weren't sticking together and all the other boards had exactly 52 cards. The backing of the
card (advertising Kwik-Fit) was unique. How could such a card just disappear into thin air?
Then next week at the club the card suddenly appeared - it fell out from between the cards in a
bidding box!
Ian Dalziel

National Pairs Quarter Final – Sunday 1st February
Number of qualifiers to be advised when known.
1

Jim Steen & Neil Thomson

60.16

16

Douglas Denham & Stewart Denham

50.00

2

Jackie Ridge & Jane Lynch

59.75

17

Maureen Rennie & Stewart McKechnie

49.45

3

Tom Lindsay & Steve Gray

58.79

18

Robin Gardiner & Angela Knox

49.31

4

John Bryson & Jim Tudor

58.65

19

Anne Cattanach & Neil Falconer

48.63

5

Jim Wilcox & Jim McClymont

57.55

20

Henry Crone & Stephen Cole

47.66

6

Frances Murphy & Rita Stuart

57.28

21

Rodger Brown & Charlie Rennick

46.57

7

Janice Thomson & Ian Burn

55.91

22

Maureen Murray & Nan Tait

45.19

8

Andy Raeburn & Stoian Kableshkov

54.40

23

Donnie & Ann Graham

44.51

9

Alan Lochrie & Joe Woods

53.85

24

John Haslehurst & Frances Duck

43.41

10

Stuart McCreadie & Pat Smith

53.57

25

Roderick MacLennan & Valerie Wood

42.86

11

Gordon Smith & Daihong Dai

53.30

26

Angela Rose & Jean Parker

41.35

12

Chris Gurney & Thomson Kerr

52.88

27

D Beasley & Rose Dodds

41.21

13

Anne Braid & Sam McNair

52.61

28

Ian Bowie & Tom Morgan

40.11

14

Sam & Kate Malkani

52.34

29

David & Sandra Wiseman

39.01

15

Morag Ridley & Rani Sinnak

50.41

30

Alex O'Hara & Bessie Balfour

38.46
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What would you bid now?
By Brian Senior
You Are South. In each case, what is your next bid?
The basic system is Acol (incorporating 3 Weak 2s, so 2C is the only forcing opener) with a 12-14 NT; Stayman;
red suit transfers over 1NT/2NT; weak jump overcalls; RKCB; splinters.
In competition: negative/responsive/competitive doubles/support doubles and redoubles; Lebensohl after an
overcall of our 1NT and after our takeout double of their weak two’s. Michaels.
To add interest, marks will be awarded out of ten. The bid with the most votes will automatically receive 10
marks. To break a tie, I will use my casting vote. I will use my discretion to award the other marks. If I like a bid, I
will give it a high mark even though there are not many votes for it.
Here are the problems. Decide your answers first and read on…

①♠South
K

Non vul; IMPs
W N E
S
♥ 87643 5C X P ?

♦ AJ984
♣ A3

Non vul ; IMPs
W N E
S
♥ AKQ943 - 1C P 1H
P
1S
P 2H
♦ 843
P
3S P
?

③ South
♠ K83

♣ T2

Problem 1.

penalty.

Non vul;IMPs

Dealer West

South
♠K
♥ 87643
♦ AJ984
♣ A3

②South
♠ J6

W
5C

N
X

E
P

Marks: 5NT/6C – 10, Pass – 9, 6D –
7, 5D/H – 6.

Yvonne Pass – Bidding involves
guessing what suit and what level
you want to be at. 5C looks like
it’s going for a big penalty, so it’s
safer to take the guaranteed plus
score when slam could easily go
off on bad breaks.
Stuart: Pass - There may be a red
suit slam on for us, in which case
I wish I had bid 5NT – two places
to play. On the other hand, there
may be no play for a slam. There
is probably game our way, but
which red suit do I bid? I’ll settle
for a plus score, hopefully +300.
Jim: Pass – We may have a slam
on but then perhaps a cruel
distribution might mean we’re not
even making 11 tricks in any
contract. I’ll opt to defend and
may be able to manufacture a
Spade ruff and gain a reasonable

Passing will ensure a plus score and
that plus score rates to be sufficient
S to cover our non-vulnerable game.
? Hence, I am not convinced by this
next answer – if we are going to bid
we should surely do so because we
fancy our prospects of making a slam.
Fiona: 5D – Would love to have the
courage to bid 6C but at the table I
know I would be a wimp and bid 5D.
Partner figures to have two suits for
his double so maybe if he corrects to
5H I can bid 6C next time.
The remainder of the panel are
willing to commit to slam. Sandy and
Janice simply jump to six of their
stronger suit:
Sandy: 6D - It is ‘fortune favours’ or
‘fools rush in’, partner will now bid
6H if he has a big major two-suiter,
which I will happily pass.
Janice: 6D – It is possible that North
has two good majors but doesn't want
to force to six by a cuebid without
strength assurance from partner-- but
will correct if partner bids diamonds
over the double. On the other hand
North might have good distribution in
all three suits. I will go with Six
Diamonds and pass if hearts are bid.
If partner bids Six Spades I will

♥ KJ2
♦ Q875
♣ QJ4

N/S vul; IMPs
W
-

N
P

E
P

S
?

double him.
As Sandy says, the gap between
genius and madness is a thin one.
It is all very well to hope that
partner, holding a genuine twosuiter, might convert 6D to 6H.
The problem is that a 5-4 majorsuit hand will not – it will pass.
Six Diamonds is unilateral and,
while I sometimes have to make
unilateral
decisions
(when
partnering Stewart, for example),
I try not to do so when there is a
superior alternative available to
me.
Here, we have both 5NT and 6C
to
consider.
For
some
partnerships, 6C will be both
majors, 5NT diamonds and a
major. For others, 6C will be
first-round club control and at
least two places to play, 5NT
showing the two places to play
but denying first-round control.
Over either bid, partner picks a
red suit and you convert to 5H
over 5D if holding a major twosuiter. Which is the better
method? No idea – these auctions
come up too infrequently for my
experience to offer a definitive
answer. What I am certain of is
that to show two suits rather than
one is a far better option than to
guess to bid 6D.
Continued on page 8
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continued from page 7
Sam: 5NT - Shows a two suited
hand, a major and a minor. 6C would
show the majors.
Stewart: 5NT – Would 5NT show
M/m scared we miss a slam partner as
partner must be pretty decent.

Problem 2.
Non vul;IMPs

Dealer North

South
♠ J6
♥ AKQ943
♦ 843
♣ T2

W
P
P

N
1C
1S
3S

E
P
P
P

S
1H
2H
?

Marks : 4S – 10, 4C/H – 8, 5C – 6, 5H – 5

Yvonne: 5H – Partner must have
some delayed heart support to
suddenly come to life like this. I
expect something like a 5-2-0-6 with
some extras. With short hearts, the
misfit nature of the hand would surely
keep partner low. Slam looks great if
partner has the right cards for me.
Hopefully partner will play me for
good hearts and know what to do.
Or maybe 2S is what partner would
have bid with a moderate 5-0-2-6
hand, convinced that his hand should
be declarer? He might, therefore, feel
the need to jump to 3S with a 5-0-2-6
or 5-1-1-6 16/17-count. I am not
convinced that your 2H bid improved
his hand.
Stuart: 5H - If partner had a big hand
with 5-6 in the black suits, he would
have made a jump rebid of 2S. The
jump to 3S must therefore show a big
hand with three-card heart support,
and suggesting diamond shortage. I
have a great hand in context. I bid 5H
– if you have a diamond control, bid
slam. I confess I am not too sure of
my ground here.
Well, I fear that your ground is
quicksand, as I don’t agree at all.

Partner is more likely to jump to 2S
with a partial heart fit in a, say, 4-31-5 hand, than with a misfitting 6-5.
After we have rebid 2H, I cannot
think of any hand with three-card
heart support that would bid this
way. Most people these days open 1S
with 5-5 in the blacks but, even if 5-30-5 is possible, he would splinter with
4D over 2H, not conceal the heart fit
yet again with a murky 3S.
Jim: 4S – Other potential bids (4C,
4D!, 4H) might give partner a
headache! I expect Four Spades to
make and the lead going round to
partner might prove beneficial. My
preference would be 3H as South’s
second bid?
I agree. We were well worth a 3H
rebid.

five spades. If North is void in
Hearts, your hand is pretty
worthless, I am leaving the
decision to North.
If we are going to give preference
to clubs, then to bid only 4C and
leave it to partner to bid game if he
so judges looks right. It would be a
different matter if we had a third
club, but the danger of his being
void in hearts is a real dampener.
But, you know – I’m surprised that
nobody mentioned bidding 4H. You
cannot have a better suit than this
– even this hand is worth a 3H
rebid instead of 2H – so partner
cannot be misled. If you are going
to raise to 4S, how can it hurt to
offer hearts again along the way?
We can hardly be cuebidding in
search of a slam, can we?

Janice: 4S – It looks like North has
shape rather than HCP, as his rebid
was 1S and not 2S. He could be 5/5
in the black suits (depending on
partnership agreement with this
holding) or 6/5 clubs and spades.
Either way, he has no liking for my
hearts, and there could be diamond
losers.

Problem 3.
N/S vul; IMPs ; dealer North

Sandy: 4S – Playing the in 5-2 fit,
and my hearts may or may not be of
use.

Marks: Pass –10, 1D – 8, 1NT – 5.

Stewart: 4S – May have two fast
diamond losers so I play safe.
If partner gets forced immediately, he
will need to have two pretty decent
suits, and very often your hearts will
prove to be mostly wastepaper. Still,
the spade game is a realistic option.
Our last two panellists preferred the
longer fit, both being of the school
who would have opened 1S with a 5-5
hand.

South
♠ K83
♥ KJ2
♦ Q875
♣ QJ4

W
-

N
P

E
P

S
?

Jim: 1D - Intending to Pass
thereafter. No point risking a weak
NT opener at this vulnerability
when I know we don’t have the
values for Game.
Sam: 1D – If I open a weak NT,
this could be doubled and go for
500, 800 or 1100. I will pass
anything partner bids.
Fiona: 1D – don't like the
vulnerability, I cannot pass, and
1NT could run into a big penalty. I
will pass anything partner bids.

Fiona: 4C – Partner must be at least
6C/5S with a good hand. He can
Yvonne: Pass – Happy enough to
judge to go on if he has not two quick defend on hands like this. I have
diamond losers and a missing ace.
no desire to stick my neck out
vulnerable opposite a passed
Sam: 4C - Looks like six clubs and
Continued on Page 9
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Continued from page 8
partner, when there is no clear source
of tricks.
Janice: Pass – Who knows what lies
behind me. We are vulnerable so I
pass.
Sandy: Pass – Surely not too wimpish
at this vul and this lacking
intermediates and aces - rubbish.
Stuart: Pass - If ever there was a 12count not worth an opening bid this
must be it. The risk of losing a
vulnerable penalty in 1NT doubled,
outweighs the flip side of missing a
possible small plus from a partscore.

Stewart: Pass – This hand has too many losers I will pass.
Well done to the panel on this one, with nobody opening a
weak NT. As various panellists suggest, there is a big
downside to doing so and only a small upside. Why risk a
penalty when you have no playing strength but decent defence
if the opposition play a contract?
Non-vulnerable, I would open, though I might still choose 1D
rather than 1NT, but vulnerable my first choice would be to
pass, though I don’t mind 1D.

Problem
Stewart Duguid
Janice Thomson
Sandy Anderson
Jim Tudor
Sam Malkani
Yvonne Wiseman
Stuart McCreadie
Fiona Abbott

1

2

3

Total

10
7
7
9
10
9
9
5

10
10
10
10
8
5
8
8

10
10
10
8
8
10
10
8

30
27
27
27
26
24
24
21

Extracts from January’s
DecemberNovember’s

+ News
Scottish Swiss Pairs
SBU News

Date confirmed as 10th May, again
to be held at the Menzies Hotel in
Irvine.

The SBU have asked for
feedback from Districts on
whether, next season, all Master
point certificates (statements
really) should be submitted
electronically (i.e. by email).
Let us know if you have an
opinion on this.

SBU News
The Treasurer, Tim Wickens, is
planning to step down.
A new Treasurer to be sought.
Contact the ABU, or SBU
directly, if you would like to
volunteer or find out more
about the job.

Rule Change
Rule 5 relating to the need to play
increased boards on subsequent rounds
to be removed as this was not always
adhered to.

Crowded Class
Janice Thomson’s Monday
morning Beginners class now
has 30 students!

Leagues
The need for supper during
league matches was questioned.
Clubs/Teams to be canvassed to
see what the general feeling is.

300 Club, Winners
£50.00
£25.00
£25.00

Esna Orr no. 178
Ann Boyd no. 174
Jackie Ridge no. 47
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By Jim Tutor
If you’re thinking of adding a convention or two to your system and want to start with Stayman then it might be a
good idea to, initially, begin with a simple approach. There are variations on this convention and ways to use it with
weak hands but this short article will just deal with hands that are Game-going or invitational after a 1NT opener.
I’m going to assume a 12-14 No-Trump for these example hands.
Stayman is used to find a 4-4 Major suit fit by saying 2♣ over a 1NT opener. This means you can’t use 2♣ as a weak
take out. If you wanted to play in Clubs you would have to say2♣ then bid 3♣ over partner’s response. This should
be added to your convention card if you have this agreement. Although I think I forgot to add it to mine!
A couple of examples should make things clearer rather than my waffling on ….. Here you are, South, responding to
a 1NT opener with some possible auctions :

South
♠K542
♥Q9
♦AQJ5
♣ J 10 6

South
♠KJ95
♥ 10 7 4
♦QJ95
♣ A10

N
1NT
2♦
Pass

E
Pass
Pass
Pass

S
2♣
3NT

W
Pass
Pass

N
1NT
2♠
Pass

E
Pass
Pass
Pass

S
2♣
4♠

W
Pass
Pass

N
1NT
2♥
4♠

E
Pass
Pass
Pass

S
2♣
3NT
Pass

W
Pass
Pass
Pass

N
1NT
2♦
Pass

E
Pass
Pass
Pass

S
2♣
2NT

W
Pass
Pass

N
1NT
2♠
Pass

E
Pass
Pass
Pass

S
2♣
3♠

W
Pass
Pass

N
1NT
2♥
4♠

E
Pass
Pass
Pass

S
2♣
2NT
Pass

W
Pass
Pass
Pass

South says 2♣ (Stayman). North bids 2♦
which says “I do not have a 4 card Major).
South has points for Game so signs off in
3NT.

This time after South’s 2♣ North says 2♠.
4-4 Fit found, South has points for Game, so
raises to four.

North’s response after the 2♣ Stayman
enquiry is 2♥. South signs off in 3NT.
By inference North knows that South must
have 4 Spades (otherwise why Stayman?)
so, when holding 4 Spades, bids 4♠.
Note that when holding 4 Hearts and 4
Spades North shows Hearts first.

Here 2♦ tells South there is no Spade fit so
he invites Game with 2NT. North will Pass
with 12 points or raise to Game with 14
points or a good 13 points.

A Spade fit is found. South makes a limit
bid raise of 3♠, asking North to go to four if
maximum and Pass if minimum.

After North’s 2♥ response South shows 1112 points with 2NT. North holding 4 Spades
and being maximum bids straight to 4♠.
A bid of 3♠ by North would show a
minimum hand with 4 Spades and South
should Pass. This is an exception to the rule
that a new suit at the 3 level is forcing.
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Ayrshire Pairs final
Sunday 11th January
1

Jim Tudor & John Bryson

64.32

Ayrshire Individual

2

Frances Murphy & Sandra Wiseman

57.69

1

Maureen Murray

65.91

3

Chris Gurney & Thomson Kerr

56.62

2

Janice Thomson

63.64

4

Gordon Smith & David Wiseman

54.06

3

Alex O'Hara

57.05

5

Roderick MacLennan & Jean Parker

53.85

4

Katherine Garven

56.82

6

Donnie & Ann Graham

50.64

5=

Grace McVey

55.91

7

Maureen Murray & Brenda Law

48.93

5=

Anne Cattanach

55.91

7

Henry Crone

55.68

8=

Nan Tait

55.45

8=

Donald Cattanach

55.45

8=

Thea Rae

55.45

11

Mary Thomson

53.64

Friday 23rd January

8

Stoian Kableshkov & Andy Raeburn

48.72

9

Hilary & Mike O'Leary

47.86

10 Ian Burn & Bobby Moore

46.58

11 Tom Morgan & Jack Cree

45.73

12 David & Ira Clement

44.44

12

Jackie Ridge

53.18

13 Alex O'Hara & Jackie McCrindle

40.38

13

Valerie Wood

52.73

14 Ruth McCall & Marion Lumsden

40.17

14=

Jan Crosser

52.27

14=

Campbell Stuart

52.27

16=

Jane Carr

51.59

300 Club Pairs

Saturday 17th January.

16=

Anne Murdoch

51.59

1

Jim & Alison Tudor

64.01

18=

Fred Dean

51.36

2

Sandy & Jane Anderson

60.71

18=

Rani Sinnak

51.36

3

Fiona Abbott & Pauline Phillips

58.33

20

Jim Barclay

50.91

4

Irene Davidson & Jean Parker

56.59

21

Eddie McGeough

50.45

5

Donnie & Ann Graham

56.32

22=

Stewart Martindale

50.23

6

Henry & Libby Crone

54.46

22=

Margaret MacCallum

50.23

7

Janice Thomson & Eddie McGeough

54.12

22=

Frank McCarthy

50.23

8

Frances Murphy & Rita Stuart

49.70

25

John McManus

49.55

9

Stewart Pinkerton & Stewart Duguid

49.40

26

Margaret Boyd

49.32

27

Anne Phillips

49.09

28

Margaret Withers

47.95

29

Thomson Kerr

47.50

30

Elsie Burgoyne

47.27

31=

Peter Thomson

46.36

10 Fiona Braid & Gordon Cunningham

48.81

11 Anne Phillips & David Sands

48.51

12 San Lobel & Margaret Boyd

48.21

13 Jack Cleland & Ian Adamson

46.13

14 Jackie Ridge & Jane Lynch

44.94

31=

Lisa MacDonald

46.36

15 Peter Thomson & Stewart Martindale

43.75

33=

John Mitchell

46.14

16 Stewart McKechnie & Maureen Rennie

39.29

33=

Isobel Hollingsworth

46.14

17 Alan Wallace & Tina Kekewich

24.11

35=

Hazel Leitch

45.68

35=

David Wilbraham

45.68

37

John Hendry

45.23

38

Margaret Reilly

44.32

39

San Lobel

43.18

40

Marion Lumsden

42.27

41

Morag Ridley

40.68

42=

Ruth McCall

39.77

42=

Kate Bain

39.77

44

Libby Crone

38.41
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Bobby Allan Simultaneous Pairs.

Norvite Simultaneous Pairs.

st

Wednesday 14th January. Top 3 N/S & E/W Locally

Wednesday 21 January. Top 3 N/S & E/W Locally

North - South

North - South

1 Eddie McGeough & Janice Thomson 61.61

1 Eddie McGeough & Janice Thomson

+2710

2 Fiona Abbott & Stewart Duguid

57.14

2 Frances Murphy & Rita Stuart

+2030

3 Donnie & Ann Graham

54.76

3 Stewart Pinkerton & Stewart Duguid

-280

East - West

East - West

1 Robin Gardiner & Angela Knox

58.04

1 John Haslehurst & Margaret MacCallum +1340

2 Frances Murphy & Ian Burn

53.27

2 Shirley Moore & Steve Gray

+410

3 David & Sandra Wiseman

52.98

3 Robin Gardiner & Angela Knox

+40

Home

Score

Away

Score

15/10/2014
12/11/2014
12/11/2014
26/11/2014
26/11/2014
28/11/2014
10/12/2014
28/01/2015

Kyle Arran
Troon South Beach
Kilwinning Corsehill
Troon Eglinton
Kilwinning Abbey
Kilwinning Corsehill
Kyle Arran
Kilmarnock Annanhill

12
10
0
0
10
10
20
11

Troon South Beach
Kilmarnock Annanhill
Kilwinning Abbey
Troon South Beach
Kilmarnock Annanhill
Troon Eglinton
Troon Eglinton
Kyle Arran

8
10
20
20
10
10
0
9

League Table

P

W

L

D

IMPs

Vps

Kyle Arran
Troon South Beach
Kilmarnock Annanhill
Kilwinning Abbey
Kilwinning Corsehill
Troon Eglinton

3
3
3
2
2
3

2
1
1
1
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
2

0
1
2
1
1
1

153
104
6
102
-99
-266

41
38
31
30
10
10

Date

Home

Score

Away

Score

15/10/2014
12/11/2014
12/11/2014
26/11/2014
10/12/2014
07/01/2015

Savoy
Portland
Ardeer
Savoy
Riggs
Portland

12
18
10
20
20
17

Troon Bentinck
Troon Bentinck
Riggs
Portland
Troon Bentinck
Riggs

8
2
10
0
0
3

League Table
Portland
Riggs
Savoy
Ardeer
Troon Bentinck

P
3
3
2
1
3

W
2
1
2
0
0

L
1
1
0
0
3

D
0
1
0
1
0

IMPs
5
48
126
3
-182

VPs
35
33
32
10
10

Division 1
Results &
current
positions

Leagues

Date

Division 2
Results &
current
positions

